INTRODUCTION

Cell division in bacteria is effected by a complex macromolecular machinery containing seven or more conserved proteins, which assemble with a defined dependence hierarchy at the site of division. At the end of the process, two new cell poles have been formed, and so all of the cell envelope layers (including the membrane, wall, outer membrane, and S layer, if present) must be remodeled during division. Although the central players in division appear to be highly conserved, the diverse nature of bacterial cell envelopes clearly influences the precise pathway taken during division, so that some of the division proteins have specialized roles required only in certain groups of bacteria.

Many genes and proteins required for division have been defined by classical and molecular genetics. In the last few years, all of these proteins have been shown to be targeted to the division site and the dependence pathways for this assembly have been worked out in Escherichia coli and to a lesser extent in Bacillus subtilis (summarized in Tables 1 and 2) (25, 54). Disappointingly, despite these advances, clear biochemical functions have so far been elucidated for only two proteins. The first, FtsZ, is cytosolic and is present in virtually all eubacteria as well as in many eukaryotic organelles. It is a tubulin homologue and can polymerize, like tubulin, to form a ring-like structure (the Z ring) at the division site. The Z ring plays a key role in constriction of the cell membrane, as well as in coordination of the whole process of division. The second key biochemical activity required (for organisms with peptidoglycan [PG] cell walls), is a specialized penicillin-binding protein (PBP) required for synthesis of the wall material in the new cell poles.

As a result of several decades of work, the following general steps in bacterial cell division can now be recognized: (i) selection of the division site, usually at midcell between the recently replicated and segregated nucleoids; (ii) assembly of cytoplasmic apparatus, almost invariably involving FtsZ and, in most organisms, also FtsA; these proteins can bind and hydrolyze nucleoside triphosphates, which may provide the energy to remodel the cell shape, possibly counteracting forces due to turgor and/or existing wall architecture; (iii) interaction with one or more proteins that provide a linkage to the cell membrane and potentially other cell envelope layers; (iv) assembly of proteins with major extracellular domains, particularly specialized PBPs, which direct synthesis of the wall material and other cell envelope layers that will constitute the new cell poles; and constriction and possibly an additional step of septum closure.

In the last few years, substantial progress has been made in several aspects of cell division, particularly the molecular basis for division site selection by the Min system, the pathway of assembly of the division protein machinery, the biochemistry of
FtsZ polymerization, and, finally, the solution of the crystal structures of several division proteins. It is also becoming clear that although some aspects of the division machinery are highly conserved, other elements, particularly the later steps, have diverged significantly. The purpose of this review is to discuss the latest developments in the field of cell division and to describe the emerging distinctions in division processes of different organisms, particularly the paradigmatic gram-negative and gram-positive species, *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, respectively. Various aspects of division have been discussed extensively in other recent, general reviews (19, 111, 112, 116, 146).

**SELECTION OF THE DIVISION SITE**

Formation of the Z ring is generally accepted to be a key event in the initiation of cell division. However, little is known about how the timing of ring assembly is regulated and about how the transition from ring assembly to constriction is controlled temporally. The simplest model at present is that the timing of ring assembly is a function of the mechanism of division site placement. There is an emerging consensus for two key factors involved in selection of the correct midcell site for cell division (reviewed in references 8, 74, and 117). One involves the chromosome itself, through an effect called nucleoid occlusion (129, 172). The second, termed the Min system, is responsible for specifically blocking the unwanted potential division sites at the cell poles (Fig. 1).

### Nuclear Occlusion

The still poorly defined mechanism of nucleoid occlusion was revealed by the observation that cell division was found to be largely inhibited in the vicinity of the nucleoid of cells in which DNA replication and/or segregation was perturbed (129). In normal (rod-shaped) cells that are about to divide, there are three sites where DNA is absent or reduced in concentration (Fig. 1A). One lies at midcell, between the replicated and segregated chromosomes; the others lie at the cell poles. In principle, the midcell site appears and disappears cyclically, in parallel with rounds of chromosome replication. If the model is correct, bacteria have developed a mechanism that senses the presence of a DNA-free zone at midcell. Importantly, because the DNA-free zone is generated only toward the end of the DNA replication cycle, it could provide not only a spatial signal but also a temporal signal for division. In its original form, this model was based on the notion that the presence of an actively replicating nucleoid inhibited cell wall synthesis in its immediate vicinity. More recently, it has generally been reinterpreted in terms of a mechanism that prevents assembly of the Z ring in the vicinity of the nucleoid. The model has been tested in both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. Although there are reports indicating that Z rings can form directly over the nucleoid, these rings appear to form at positions where the DNA concentration is low compared to wild-type situations (27, 66, 145, 160). This suggests that it is not the presence of DNA per se but the concentration of DNA that is important (74), which is supported by the observation that in both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, Z rings can assemble before chromosome segregation is complete (42, 173).

Unfortunately, the mechanistic basis for nucleoid occlusion is poorly understood, and further understanding is hampered by difficulties in defining the precise locations of the boundaries of the rather diffuse nucleoid, in identifying the moment of replication termination in individual cells, and in under---

---

**TABLE 1. Localization of cell division proteins to the division site in *E. coli* and their interdependences for localization**

| Protein | References to work on localization to septum | References to work on dependence of localization on:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FtsZ</td>
<td>15, 100, 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsA</td>
<td>4, 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZipA</td>
<td>69, 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsK</td>
<td>25, 167, 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsQ</td>
<td>21, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsL</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YgbQ</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsW</td>
<td>122, 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsI</td>
<td>166, 170, 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsN</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE 2. Localization of cell division proteins to the division site in *B. subtilis* and their interdependences for localization**

| Protein | References to work on localization to septum | References to work on dependence of localization on:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FtsZ</td>
<td>100, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsA</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DivB</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsL</td>
<td>34, 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DivC</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsW</td>
<td>UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FtsI</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*a Boldfaced type indicates that localization is independent of the protein at the head of the column (bands at potential division sites formed at approximately normal intervals in the absence of function of the protein); lightfaced type indicates that localization is dependent on the protein at the head of the column (localization at potential division sites is severely impaired). *b* UP, Daniel and Wu, unpublished.
The Min System

A second form of regulation of the position of the Z ring is exerted by the min system, so called because mutants give rise to minicells through inappropriate division at the cell poles. In E. coli, the min system consists of three proteins, MinC, MinD, and MinE, which prevent cell division at the poles (recently reviewed in references 74 and 117). MinC and MinD act together as a negative regulator of FtsZ ring assembly, MinCD (41). MinC is the actual inhibitor of Z ring formation and prevents the localization of FtsZ and ZipA when overproduced (16, 87, 103, 119, 137). Furthermore, E. coli MinC inhibits FtsZ polymer assembly in vitro (87).

MinC is a dimer consisting of two distinct domains connected by a flexible linker (29) (Fig. 1B). The N-terminal domain, which interacts with FtsZ (85), shows some homology to FtsA and SpoIIAA (29). It is tempting to propose that MinC and FtsA have a similar mechanism of interaction with FtsZ. The similarity to SpoIIAA is intriguing because this protein interacts with the SpoIIE protein, which in turn has a direct interaction with FtsZ (see below). The C-terminal domain of MinC mediates dimerization (85, 161) as well as the interaction with MinD (85). The crystal structures of MinC (29) and MinD (30, 78) revealed no information about the MinC-MinD interaction, but mutagenesis data point to a role for residues surrounding the MinD nucleotide-binding site in MinD-MinC interaction (78). MinD is a membrane-associated ATPase (39), which sequesters MinC to the membrane (39) (Fig. 1B). The MinCD complex probably has some additional affinity for assembling septal structures (90). The crystal structures of MinD from two different archaean species revealed a monomeric protein with a fold typical of a large family of nucleotide-binding proteins (30, 78). MinE imparts topological specificity to the MinCD inhibitor by preventing it from working at midcell (40).
MinE is a dimeric protein with two separate domains: an N-terminal anti-MinCD domain (139, 178) and a C-terminal topological specificity-dimerization domain (96, 139, 177, 178). The structure of the latter domain clearly showed how MinE dimersize, and mutagenesis identified two key residues in MinE localization, but the interaction with MinCD remains to be resolved (97).

In the past few years, fluorescence imaging has provided important new insights into the organization of the Min system. Remarkably, the MinCD inhibitor oscillates from pole to pole, with a periodicity of about 20 s (84, 142, 143) (Fig. 1C). MinE forms a band that also oscillates, but with a more restricted pattern, moving from side to side about midcell. Each sideways movement seems to be involved in sweeping MinCD from the cell pole; this is followed by reassembly of a MinCD cap at the opposite pole (59, 71). MinC seems to be a passive player, simply moving with MinD (84, 142). Experiments with spherical mutants of \textit{E. coli} suggest that the Min system can help to identify the long axis of the cell, thereby promoting division parallel to this long axis (28). This could explain the presence of a Min system in various gram-negative cocci (116), which on the face of it do not have an overt polarity.

Recently, Lutkenhaus and coworkers have made considerable progress in understanding the molecular basis for oscillation (Fig. 1C). First they showed that MinD ATPase activity is strongly stimulated by MinE in the presence of phospholipid vesicles. Moreover, MinE mutant proteins affected in their stimulation of MinD ATPase showed equivalent effects on the periodicity of MinD oscillation in vivo (86). These authors went on to demonstrate that MinD binds to the phospholipid vesicles, distorting the vesicles into tubular structures coated with MinD. The MinD was probably polymerized in a helical array with a pitch of 59 Å, similar to the length of the long axis of the MinD monomer determined by X-ray crystallography (85). These results strongly suggested that the MinCD inhibitor forms a polymerized structure at the membrane with MinD in the ATP-bound form, which is displaced from the membrane by interaction with MinE. They also suggested that MinE works by stimulating ATP hydrolysis and release of MinD from the membrane. After nucleotide exchange in the cytosol, MinCD binds to the membrane in the MinE-free zone in the other cell half (86). This model is supported by computer simulations that can faithfully reproduce the oscillation patterns of the system in silico (121).

The components of the Min system are distributed unequally among bacteria. Although MinD-like proteins are present across a broad range of species, MinC is less highly conserved and MinE is even more restricted in its distribution (116). The Min system of \textit{B. subtilis} has been extensively characterized. Clear homologues of MinC and MinD are present, but there is no MinE (102). The function of MinE in topological control of MinCD activity is provided by a quite different protein, DivIVA (24, 48) (Fig. 1D). DivIVA is stably associated with the cell poles, and it recruits MinCD to the cell poles, probably by a direct interaction with MinD (49, 120). The zone occupied by MinD appears to spread out from the pole more than that of DivIVA, again suggesting a cooperative self-interaction of MinD, which is perhaps nucleated at the pole by DivIVA. DivIVA-MinCD remains associated with the newly formed poles after division, thereby preventing future division at those sites (48, 119, 120). Thus, even though \textit{B. subtilis} uses a homologous MinCD system to block polar division, topological control over MinCD is exerted in a strikingly different manner from that in \textit{E. coli}. Various other bacterial species, particularly gram-positive cocci, lack the Min system altogether (117), and certain clostridia appear to possess both MinE and DivIVA (157), raising interesting questions about how division site selection occurs in these organisms.

**ASSEMBLY OF THE FtsZ RING**

FtsZ is arguably the most critical component of the division machinery for several reasons. First, it is the most widely conserved, being present in virtually all eubacteria and most archaea and in the organelles of many eukaryotes (115). Second, it is at the top of the hierarchy of assembly of division proteins — in general, all other division proteins require FtsZ for targeting to the division site (Tables 1 and 2). Third, certain \textit{ftsZ} mutations that alter the form of the Z ring in the cell, for example producing helical structures, have a similar effect on the gross morphology of cell division (5).

**Polymerization**

The Z ring almost certainly consists of FtsZ polymers because these can readily be formed in vitro, in the presence of GTP, under a range of conditions. FtsZ polymers strongly resemble tubulin protofilaments (20, 51, 107, 126). The simultaneous elucidation of the structures of FtsZ from the thermophilic archaeon \textit{Methanococcus jannaschii} (105) and the αβ-tubulin heterodimer from bovine brain (133) provided conclusive evidence that FtsZ and tubulin are homologues (164). The great overall structural similarity between FtsZ and tubulin is described in detail elsewhere (131). Recent biochemical data show that not only is there great structural homology between FtsZ and tubulin but also that their polymerization mechanisms are similar. GTP hydrolysis is activated by a cation-coordinating loop (T7) that inserts into the nucleotide-binding site of an adjacent monomer (128, 150, 151). Nucleotide hydrolysis is immediate on polymerization, and the hydrolyzed phosphate is not released immediately (149). This points to an important role for phosphate release in FtsZ polymer dynamics. In tubulin, the γ-phosphate of GTP is sensed by loop T3 (132); in FtsZ, this loop is displaced depending on whether GDP or GTP is bound to the protein (45). Polymer stability is likely to be conferred by a GTP cap at one end of the FtsZ polymer, as may be inferred from the observation that FtsZ can be stabilized by the addition of nonhydrolyzable GTP-γ-S that does not exchange for most of the nucleotide that is bound to the polymer (152) and from the observation that FtsZ polymers rapidly disassemble after the addition of GDP (128, 152). Although the longitudinal interactions in the FtsZ polymer and microtubules appear very similar, the lateral interactions found in microtubules are not evident, based on the FtsZ crystal structure (106, 132). Nevertheless, this question remains to be fully resolved because FtsZ appears to be capable of forming various types of polymers, with different types of lateral arrangement, particularly in the presence of divalent cations (see, e.g., references 107 and 108).
In vivo, Z rings can both form and disassemble rapidly, on a timescale of 1 to 3 min for assembly and 1 min for disassembly (3, 159). Recently, Stricker et al. (158) used fluorescence recovery after photobleaching to show that the Z ring is highly dynamic throughout its existence. They also showed that about 30% of cellular FtsZ is present in the Z ring and that the FtsZ in the Z ring readily exchanges with FtsZ in the cytosol. The speed of exchange of protein subunits in the ring and the rate of GTP hydrolysis showed a good correlation (158). Combined with the in vitro data on FtsZ polymerization (described above), a model can be envisaged in which the Z ring is made up of a meshwork of filaments that undergoes continuous rapid exchange with a pool of short FtsZ polymers formed in the cytosol (158).

Mechanism of Constriction

As mentioned above, the orientation of the Z ring seems to determine the location of the division plane. The results with both the ftsZ26 mutant, which makes helical Z rings and septa, and of rodA mutants, which grow as a sphere instead of a rod, show that constriction does not require closure of a complete FtsZ ring (5). “Purse string” type models for constriction can therefore probably be excluded. Several models for Z ring constriction have been described (reviewed in reference 19). (All of these models require the presence of an anchor to connect FtsZ to the membrane [discussed below] ) In the first model, short filaments of FtsZ slide relative to one another, aided by an as yet unidentified motor protein, to reduce the circumference of the ring. In the second model, FtsZ filaments lose subunits through depolymerization at an anchor site (which must somehow remain attached to the filament end), again resulting in ring constriction. The observation that overproduction of FtsZ inhibits constriction of the FtsZ ring (169), which can be explained by the inhibition of depolymerization through the concentration increase, lends support to this model. In a third model, constriction is effected by bending of FtsZ filaments, resulting from the conformational change that occurs on hydrolysis of GTP to GDP (108) or release of P

Asymmetric Division during Sporulation

A key event during sporulation in B. subtilis is the formation of an asymmetric division septum at one of the cell poles. This asymmetric septum formation is preceded by a change of localization of the Z ring from midcell to the cell poles (100) followed by localization of other division proteins and the sporulation-specific FtsZ-associated protein SpoIIE (recently reviewed in reference 54 (see below). The switch in FtsZ localization was previously thought to be effected by a mechanism which blocked formation of the Z ring at midcell and released the inhibition of polar septation (9, 100). However, recently Ben-Yehuda and Losick (14) showed that a medial Z ring can be converted into, or replaced by, a helical FtsZ filament that grows outward toward the cell poles, where it

FtsA

FtsA is the only known cell division protein, other than FtsZ, that lacks a clear membrane-spanning sequence. The FtsA primary sequence places it in the actin/Hsp70/sugar kinase ATPase superfamily (17). The crystal structure of FtsA from Thermotoga maritima was recently solved (165) and confirmed the similarity to actin, except for the absence of the 1B domain of actin and the presence of a novel domain dubbed IC. Generally, however, FtsA is typical of the actin superfamily (17), possessing two domains with a common core and an interdomain cleft harboring the nucleotide-binding site. The significance of the structural similarity to actin is not clear. Although FtsA does not appear to polymerize in vitro, B. subtilis FtsA has recently been shown to dimerize and to bind and hydrolyze ATP (56). There is evidence that E. coli FtsA can be phosphorylated (148), but phosphorylation has not been observed with B. subtilis FtsA (A. Feucht, personal communication), and the molecular consequences of phosphorylation of E. coli FtsA are not clear.

As shown in Table 1, FtsA assembles at the Z ring early. This is due to a direct interaction between the two proteins, as demonstrated by yeast two-hybrid interaction studies. The extreme C terminus of FtsZ seems to be the site of interaction, as for other interactions (see below) (Fig. 1B) (46, 114, 174). Two particular residues in the E. coli FtsZ C terminus, L372 and the highly conserved P375 (50), are critical for its interaction with FtsA. Interestingly, although there is a clear overall homology between FtsZ and tubulin, the C termini of both proteins are quite different (although both are highly acidic). The C-terminal tail of FtsZ is highly conserved in bacteria, with a central Pro-X-(Phe/hydrophobic residue) motif (50), which mediates the interaction with both FtsA and ZipA.

In E. coli, the cellular ratio of FtsA to FtsZ is 1:100, this ratio is important for correct division (31, 44). This has important implications for the nature of the FtsZ-FtsA interaction in vivo because there is not sufficient FtsA to form a complete ring and it presumably makes only widely interspersed contacts with FtsZ filaments. FtsA dimerization could allow it to cross-link adjacent FtsZ filaments. Interestingly, the level of FtsA appears to be much higher in B. subtilis; with an intracellular FtsA-to-FtsZ ratio of 1:5 (56). Given the distribution of both FtsZ and ZipA in ring-associated and non-ring-associated fractions and their dynamics (158; see below), the actual stoichiometry in the division complex may differ significantly from the ratios measured by quantitative immunoblotting. Ultimately,
one specific role for FtsA is recruitment of other cell division proteins to the division site (Tables 1 and 2). In principle, it is possible that FtsA uses the energy of ATP hydrolysis to drive assembly. Alternatively, the ATP hydrolysis could in some way help to power cell constriction.

MEMBRANE ANCHOR

As mentioned above, all current models for FtsZ ring constriction require the ring to be tightly bound to the membrane. Moreover, membrane association is clearly required to coordinate membrane invagination, with synthesis of septal PG. Several candidates for the putative membrane anchor of the Z ring exist. One set of candidates would be the PBPs or proteins involved in recruiting the PBP complex to the septum (see below). However, these proteins are recruited to the division complex at a relatively late step in the hierarchy (see below). The best current candidate is a protein that assembles early in the division cycle, ZipA (Fig. 1B).

ZipA

ZipA was identified in E. coli by affinity blotting for FtsZ-interacting proteins (69). It is a membrane protein with an unusual membrane topology in which the N-terminal membrane anchor is followed by a large cytoplasmic portion that consists of two clear domains connected by a Pro-Gln rich flexible tether (134) (Fig. 2A). Although ZipA is essential for division in E. coli, its primary sequence is poorly conserved, and obvious ZipA homologues have been reported only for Haemophilus influenzae (144). ZipA localizes to the Z ring in an FtsZ-dependent, FtsA-independent manner, and overexpression of zipA abolishes cell division (69, 70, 104) (Table 1). Interestingly, FtsZ rings are formed in the presence of either ZipA or FtsA but not in the absence of both proteins (138), so that these proteins play a partially redundant role in Z ring assembly, although both are needed for septal constriction (Fig. 2A; Table 1). Increased zipA expression suppresses the thermosensitivity of the ftsZ84(Ts) mutant through FtsZ ring stabilization, and purified ZipA stabilizes both FtsZ and FtsZ84 polymers in vitro (144). Polymers formed in the presence of ZipA show enhanced bundling (72, 144), similar to FtsZ polymers that have been stabilized with divalent cations (127). The bundling of FtsZ protomonomers could be important in formation of the macroscopic Z ring. Additionally, or alternatively, bundling could enhance the stability of individual FtsZ protomonomers through a reduction of GTPase activity (P. A. J. de Boer, personal communication).

Various lines of evidence have shown that it is the C-terminal domain of ZipA that interacts with FtsZ and is responsible for the enhanced bundling observed in vitro (72, 104, 124, 125). As with FtsA, ZipA binds to the extreme C terminus of FtsZ (72, 73). The structure of the C-terminal domain of ZipA

FIG. 2. Organization of the cell division apparatus during various steps in the division process. A comparison of the E. coli system (A and C) with that of B. subtilis (B and D) is shown. Numbers beside proteins indicate the hierarchy of assembly; a question mark indicates that this is not yet clear. (A and B) Formation of the Z ring and anchoring of the Z ring to the membrane. FtsZ (Z) interacts with the cytoplasmic cell division protein FtsA (A) via the C-terminal tail of Z, which is flexible. FtsA (at least of B. subtilis [56]) is a dimer. In E. coli, the FtsZ ring is anchored to the membrane, at least partly, by ZipA (ZA), which also binds to the flexible C-terminal FtsZ tail. In most bacteria, functional equivalents of ZipA have not yet been found. In B. subtilis, EzrA protein has a similar topology to ZipA, although it is not essential for division. (C and D) Assembly of the remainder of the cell division machinery. In E. coli (C), the hierarchy for assembly of the remaining proteins is essentially linear, as numbered, except for FtsL (L) and YgbQ (Y). The other proteins are labeled according to their fts suffix. In B. subtilis (D), there is no apparent homologue of FtsN and the FtsK homologue (SpoIIIE) is not required for division. The DivIB (IB), DivIC (C), FtsL (L), and PBP-2B (I) proteins assemble in a concerted manner. The order of assembly of FtsW (W) is not known.
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containing the C-terminal 17 residues of FtsZ revealed a split \( \beta\)-\( \alpha\)-\( \beta\) motif with the FtsZ peptide bound in a shallow, hydrophobic, solvent-exposed cavity that runs the width of the ZipA C-terminal domain (124, 125). A major portion of the FtsZ fragment is in contact with ZipA residues, mainly through hydrophobic interactions but also through two hydrogen bonds (124). Interestingly, the highly conserved Pro residue of the C-terminal tail of FtsZ does not contact ZipA. Various other methods have been applied to characterize FtsZ residues implicated in the ZipA interaction, yielding unequivocal results. A surface plasmon resonance analysis of a peptide comprising the C-terminal 17 FtsZ residues and the C-terminal ZipA domain identified D373, I374, F377 and L378 as the most critical FtsZ residues (124). In an in vivo assay, an L378A mutant interacted with ZipA whereas D373A, I374A, and F377A mutants did not (114). Finally, in a yeast two-hybrid assay, a D373G mutant did not bind ZipA (73).

The nature of the interaction between FtsZ and ZipA is clearly well established in vitro. In vivo, ZipA is 10- to 100-fold less abundant than FtsZ (69), and only about 30% of total ZipA localizes to the division site (158). Strikingly, ZipA displays a dynamic behavior similar to that of FtsZ, with a constant exchange of protein between the Z ring and an external pool, in this case located in the membrane rather than the cytosol, as analyzed by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (158) (H. P. Erickson, personal communication). An intriguing question is whether the observed dynamics of FtsZ and ZipA (158) reflects the movement of both proteins individually or of FtsZ-ZipA complexes.

As with FtsA (see above), the low abundance of ZipA means that it can interact with only a small proportion of FtsZ subunits. Moreover, even though FtsA and ZipA both interact with the C-terminal tail of FtsZ, they probably do not compete for binding sites on the same FtsZ molecules.

Equivalents of ZipA in Other Organisms?

In *B. subtilis*, EzrA was identified as a negative regulator of FtsZ polymerization (98). In an ezrA null mutant, the critical concentration for formation of the Z ring was lowered, with polar ring formation that could overcome the effects of minCD overexpression, suggesting that EzrA acts to destabilize FtsZ polymers (103). The gene is conserved in several gram-positive bacteria. Although the phenotype of an ezrA mutant is, on the face of it, the opposite of the zipA phenotype, the two proteins share the unusual membrane topology mentioned above for ZipA. Thus, the predicted EzrA protein also has a single N-terminal membrane span and a large cytoplasmic domain (98) (Fig. 2B). Since ZipA and EzrA have similar topologies (although there is no significant primary sequence similarity) and interact with FtsZ to promote or destabilize polymers, it seems possible that the proteins are functionally homologous; however, more work is needed to substantiate this idea.

Also in *B. subtilis*, as mentioned above, a membrane-bound protein, SpoIIE, is implicated in the shift of cell division to polar sites that occurs when this organism initiates sporulation (52, 100). SpoIIE is made specifically during sporulation and is targeted to the division site in an FtsZ-dependent manner (6, 100, 101). Targeting does not require later division proteins encoded by *divIB*, *divIC*, or *ftsL* (55, 101). Although polar Z rings and septa are made in the absence of SpoIIE, they are delayed and substantially reduced in frequency (57, 95). SpoIIE has 10 transmembrane spans at its N terminus (domain 1), a linker domain of about 250 residues (domain 2), and a C-terminal domain involved in a quite separate regulatory function (52). SpoIIE interacts directly with FtsZ, probably through domain 2 (109), but the nature of this interaction and its function in vivo have not yet been elucidated. In principle, however, its role could be similar to that of ZipA in medial division of *E. coli*.

In addition to these proteins, it is conceivable that one or more of the transmembrane proteins involved in the synthesis of cell wall peptidoglycan could contribute to anchoring the Z ring to the membrane. So far, single mutations affecting these genes do not seem to prevent formation of the Z ring, although, as described below, several more transmembrane proteins are required for constriction of the ring.

**SEPTAL PEPTIDOGLYCAN MACHINERY AND ASSOCIATED PROTEINS**

Most of the remaining proteins involved in cell division have at least one membrane span and a substantial extracellular domain. Surprisingly, the only protein with a defined biochemical function is FtsI, which is required for septal peptidoglycan synthesis. In principle, the other division proteins could simply be involved in directing the PG-synthesizing machinery (FtsI plus various other proteins) to the division site, or they could have other functions, such as an active involvement in PG synthesis or a role in the membrane dynamics associated with invagination.

**Complex and Diverse Assembly Pathways for Late Division Proteins?**

The assembly pathways for the late, membrane-bound division proteins have been extensively analyzed in both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. These experiments have revealed surprising differences between the two organisms. In *E. coli*, the dependence pathway for assembly is, with one recent exception (22), completely linear (Table 1; Fig. 2C), with the sequence FtsK \( \rightarrow \) FtsQ \( \rightarrow \) [FtsL YgbO] \( \rightarrow \) FtsW \( \rightarrow \) FtsI \( \rightarrow \) FtsN. Thus, FtsK requires none of the other proteins to assemble at the Z ring, whereas FtsN depends on all of the other proteins. Brackets indicate that localization of FtsL and localization of YgbO are codependent. In contrast, the equivalent proteins of *B. subtilis* appear to be recruited in a much more concerted manner (Table 2; Fig. 2D) (54). DivIB, DivIC, FtsL, PBP-2B, and probably FtsW (R. A. Daniel and L. J. Wu, unpublished data) are all completely interdependent for assembly at the division site; mutation or depletion of any of the proteins prevents all of the others from assembling. Although it is satisfying to have established the details of these dependence pathways, they shed little light on the mechanisms of division; however, in *E. coli* at least, they provide indications of where to look for specific protein-protein interactions.

The next sections summarize what is known about the functions and interactions of these proteins in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. 

---
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The Penicillin-Binding Protein FtsI

As mentioned above, septation requires a dedicated PBP for synthesis of the PG forming the new poles of the daughter cells. An extensive and diverse family of proteins involved in the final stages of PG synthesis have been identified on the basis of their ability to bind penicillins (reviewed recently in reference 65). Many bacteria have multiple PBPs, and there appears to be considerable redundancy in the way they function (43, 141). The high-molecular-weight (class A) PBPs (e.g., PBP-1a of E. coli and PBP-1 of B. subtilis) typically possess both transglycosylase and transpeptidase activity and seem to be involved in general PG synthesis (65). Class B PBPs are somewhat smaller and have only transpeptidase activity (65). In E. coli, two members of this class of protein appear to play important, spatially specialized roles in PG synthesis. Mutations in the mrdA gene (encoding PBP-2) give a characteristic round-cell phenotype, apparently as a result of a loss of ability to synthesize PG in the cylindrical part of the cell (155). In contrast, mutation of the ftsI or pphB gene (encoding PBP-3) abolishes PG synthesis during division but still support cell elongation (156).

Functional homologues of FtsI (PBP-3) are recognizable both by their amino acid sequence and by the conserved position of their gene within a cluster of genes involved in division and cell wall synthesis, in many diverse bacteria. In B. subtilis, the equivalent gene (also called pphB and encoding PBP-2B) is required for septation (35, 175).

The FtsI proteins have, in their N-terminal 50 or so residues, a noncleavable transmembrane span. This is followed by a domain of about 200 amino acids (aa) of poorly understood function (the non-penicillin-binding [nPB] domain) and then by a C-terminal domain of about 300 aa, which contains the characteristic sequence motifs representing the catalytic residues of PBPs (the penicillin-binding [PB] domain) (65). In an attractive current model for PG synthesis, in gram-negative bacteria at least, FtsI acts in a multiprotein complex that introduces three new glycan strands in parallel with hydrolysis of an existing docking or template strand (82). Full details of how FtsI fits into this complex remain to be determined. The crystal structure of the extracellular part of the equivalent protein from Streptococcus (PBP-2X) was determined several years ago (135). The PB domain shows the expected fold for the catalytic portion of a transpeptidase. The nPB domain has an interesting “sugar tongs” structure, with the legs of the tongs projecting away from the PB domain and the head of the tongs embedded into the side of the PB domain. Site-directed mutagenesis of the nPB domain resulted in the isolation of some mutations that destabilize the protein, suggesting that the nPB domain may behave as an intramolecular chaperone, required for proper folding of the PB domain (64, 118). However, other explanations are possible, including a site for interaction with other division proteins or proteins of the general PG synthetic machinery. It is even possible that this domain plays a direct role in PG synthesis: some of the mutants do not significantly affect catalysis, as judged by penicillin binding, but it is possible that they are unable to act on more physiologically relevant substrates.

It is generally thought that the class A PBPs of E. coli are nonspecialized, being equally involved in both cylindrical-wall and septal PG synthesis. However, in B. subtilis the major class A PBP, PBP-1, encoded by the ponA gene, is partially targeted to septal sites, and on depletion of the protein, the most prominent effect is on cell division (136). This again might again reflect differences in the way PG synthesis is organized in gram-positive and -negative organisms.

Nanninga’s group has obtained evidence for the existence of a penicillin-insensitive enzymatic step in PG synthesis at the onset of septal constriction (130). However, so far, the putative enzyme responsible for this function has not been identified.

FtsW

FtsW is a member of the SEDS family of proteins (for “shape, elongation, division, and sporulation”) (81, 88). These proteins appear to have 10 transmembrane spans (60) and are frequently encoded by a gene that lies close to the gene for a class B PBP. Thus, in E. coli, ftsW lies in the same operon as ftsI (18, 89) and mrdB (encoding SEDS protein RodA) lies adjacent to mrdA (encoding PBP-2) (162). In both cases, the phenotype obtained when the SEDS-encoding gene is knocked out is similar to that obtained when its cognate PBP-encoding gene is knocked out. In B. subtilis, the gene in the equivalent position to ftsW of E. coli, spoVE, is specialized for sporulation (80). However, a functional homologue of ftsW (ylaO) has been found elsewhere in the genome (81) (Daniel and Wu, unpublished). According to a survey of sequenced bacterial genomes (116), there is a perfect presence-absence correlation between FtsW and FtsI, suggesting that their functions are intimately connected. The most likely function for the SEDS proteins, apart from targeting their cognate PBPs, would seem to be translocation of the lipid-linked precursor for PG synthesis from the inside to the outside of the membrane and delivery to its cognate PG-synthesizing complex (82). Such a role would be consistent with the multiple transmembrane structure of these proteins. However, the class B PBP has no transglycosylase activity and so is unlikely to be the immediate recipient for the precursor. Presumably, at least one class A PBP needs to be involved. Why should different substrate translocation proteins be required? There is some evidence that the transpeptidase activities of PBP-2 and FtsI have different substrate preferences, with the former preferring a pentapeptide side chain and the latter preferring a tripeptide side chain (13). Perhaps, RodA and FtsW have different precursor affinities and channel the appropriate precursor to differentiated PG-synthesizing machineries containing their cognate class B PBPs (82).

Although a role for FtsW in stabilization of FtsZ has been suggested for E. coli, no further evidence for a direct FtsZ-FtsW interaction has been reported. Interestingly, Datta et al. (38) have recently reported an FtsZ-FtsW interaction in Mycobacterium tuberculosis, mediated by a prominent C-terminal extension to FtsW, which is absent from the homologues of most other bacteria.

FtsK

FtsK is a large protein with several distinct roles in the late stages of cell division. It has a large soluble cytoplasmic domain that is required for chromosome segregation (53) and is highly conserved almost throughout the eu-bacteria. This is separated,
by an extremely variable linker, from an N-terminal membrane domain containing four membrane spans. In *E. coli* (but not *B. subtilis*), the N-terminal domain is essential for division. The original temperature-sensitive mutations affecting the N-terminal domain of FtsK caused a late block in division (12), but protein depletion experiments have subsequently demonstrated an early block (25, 47, 167). Interestingly, the late-blocking *ftsK(Ts)* mutations (but not the depletion mutations) could be suppressed by deletion of *daca*, which codes for carboxypeptidase PBPs (47). Draper et al. (47) speculated that the late stages of septation could require a PBP with a preference for pentapeptide side chains, which should be enhanced in the absence of PBPs. In contrast, all of the *ftsK* mutations were suppressed by overexpression of *ftsN* (47; see below).

The C-terminal domain of FtsK is capable of ATP-dependent translocation along DNA, consistent with a role in pumping DNA through a closing septum (7). This behavior is similar to the DNA translocation activity displayed by the *B. subtilis* FtsK homologue SpoIIIE, which ensures proper chromosome translocation into the prespore compartment of sporulating cells (10). Moreover, the C-terminal domain of FtsK promotes *Xer* recombination reactions, required to resolve chromosome dimers before chromosome segregation (7). Given these functions of the FtsK C-terminal domain during the final stages of DNA replication and segregation, it is conceivable that FtsK helps to ensure that division occurs only in the region between newly replicated chromosomes.

**FtsN**

The *ftsN* gene was isolated as a multicopy suppressor of a temperature-sensitive *ftsA* mutation (32). Surprisingly, it also suppressed, to a greater or lesser extent, temperate-sensitive mutations in the *ftsI*, *ftsQ*, and *ftsK* genes (32). The protein has an N-terminal transmembrane segment that directs the major C-terminal domain to the periplasmic side of the membrane, but this segment can be replaced by heterologous sequences, even a cleavable signal peptide, suggesting that its division-specific function is contained in the C-terminal domain (33). The protein is poorly conserved, with clear homologues present only in enteric bacteria and *Haemophilus* spp. (33). However, FtsN shows weak sequence similarity to cell wall amidases (for example, Cw1C and SpoIIIB in *B. subtilis*), suggesting a possible role in wall hydrolysis. Conceivably, FtsN could be required to cleave certain bonds in the wall to allow initiation of constriction. The suppressor activity of FtsN overproduction could work by further weakening the wall in such a way that a partially nonfunctional division machinery (e.g., one containing thermostable mutations affecting FtsA, FtsQ, or FtsI [32]) can operate more normally.

**FtsL/DivIC**

FtsL of *E. coli* is a small (121-aa) transmembrane protein with poorly conserved primary sequence (67, 163). The only potentially informative sequence feature is a coiled-coil motif in its major extracellular (C-terminal) domain (67). Such domains are typically involved in protein-protein interactions (110). Little is known about the function of FtsL in division, except that there is biochemical support for self-interaction through the detection of protein dimers (61). Originally, two temperature-sensitive alleles of *ftsL* were isolated: one produced filaments at the nonpermissive temperature, whereas the other caused lysis (163). The significance of this is not clear. *B. subtilis* appears to have a functional homologue of FtsL. Although the primary sequence similarity is negligible, the protein is likely homologous on the grounds of similar size and predicted transmembrane topology, division phenotype, and the location of its gene immediately upstream of *pbpB* (36, 37). Mutagenesis of the *B. subtilis* *ftsL* gene lent support to the notion that few if any of its residues are critical for function (153) and therefore that its function is more likely to be structural than catalytic.

*B. subtilis* has a second *ftsL*-like gene, *divIC*, which is also required for division (99). It appears that DivIC and FtsL interact to form a heterodimer or -oligomer, on the basis of both yeast two-hybrid experiments and native gel electrophoresis (154). Furthermore, depletion of FtsL results in degradation of DivIC, indicating that formation of an FtsL-DivIC complex could stabilize DivIC (36). Interestingly, FtsL (of *B. subtilis*) is itself an intrinsically unstable protein (34). It is possible that FtsL plays an important regulatory role in division, because septation is shut down very rapidly if the gene is turned off (36). One important factor controlling FtsL turnover in *B. subtilis* is DivIB protein (34), as described below. Recently, a new essential cell division gene, *ygbQ*, was identified in *Vibrio cholerae* and *E. coli* (22). Depletion of the protein gave a filamentous phenotype typical of other cell division mutants. The YgbQ protein is a small transmembrane protein with a predicted structure similar to that of FtsL and DivIC. The protein localized to the division site, and this localization was codependent with FtsL. Although the protein was not significantly similar to any protein of *B. subtilis*, it did show weak but significant similarity to the DivIC protein of *Bacillus halodurans*. Taken together, these properties strongly point to YgbQ being homologous to DivIC.

**FtsQ/DivIB**

FtsQ of *E. coli* is a 276-aa protein of low abundance (~22 copies per cell [23]) with a similar transmembrane topology to FtsL, FtsN, and FtsI (23, 75). The gene appears essential for division in *E. coli*, but its precise function is unclear (26). The *ftsQ* gene lies immediately upstream of *ftsA* and *ftsZ* in a range of organisms, but the overall sequence conservation is again poor. *B. subtilis* has a probable homologue of *ftsQ* called *divIB* (11, 76), but some of the properties of DivIB highlight possible differences in function. First, as with FtsA (see above), DivIB appears to be much more abundant (about 100-fold more) than its *E. coli* counterpart (147). Second, mutants with null mutations of *divIB* are viable, although they are temperature sensitive and fail to divide at higher temperatures (11). The likely basis for temperature-sensitive division was recently illuminated through the finding that the division defect can be largely overcome by overexpression of *ftsL* (34). Therefore, the main division function of DivIB could be to protect FtsL from degradation at higher temperatures. Interestingly, the dependence of DivIC stability on FtsL appears to be mediated in some way by DivIB, because in the absence of DivIB, DivIC stability is no longer dependent on FtsL (R. A. Daniel, unpub-
lished data). All of these effects point to the formation of one or more complexes between these proteins. Recent results from this laboratory suggest that the target for these effects could be the PG-synthesizing machinery, because divIB null mutants can be suppressed by mutations affecting the nPB module of FtsI (Daniel, unpublished). This would support the notion that one important role of the nPB domain of FtsI is assembly of the septum-specific PG-synthesizing machinery at the division site.

CONSTRUCTION AND CLOSURE OF THE DIVISION SEPTUM

The final steps of cell division pose a number of interesting questions, most of which remain to be resolved. During constriction, the assembled proteins described in the previous sections coordinately organize the annular constriction of the cytoplasmic membrane, cell wall, and any other cell envelope layers present, such as the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria. *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* appear to be strikingly different in the mechanics of this process. In *E. coli*, division proceeds by gradual constriction of the cylindrical part of the cell, whereas in *B. subtilis*, a new cross-wall is formed with no concomitant constriction of the existing cylinder. One important consequence of this latter scheme is that the initial product of division is a pair of sister cells that are sealed off from each other by a double membrane but joined by a layer of wall material. Cell separation occurs later by the action of various cell wall autolysins (58). The distinction between these processes was recently blurred by the finding that a combination of mutations inactivating two autolytic enzymes results in *E. coli* cells that divide via a septum-like structure, with delayed cell separation (79).

Constriction is presumably an energy-dependent process. There are at least two potential drivers. One is constriction of the cytosolic Z ring, with associated factors and membrane anchor (see above). The other is inward growth of an annulus of PG. Indirect support for the first mechanism comes from the similarity of FtsZ and FtsA to eukaryotic cytoskeletal proteins (tubulin and actin). Moreover, the ability of certain wall-less organisms to divide suggests that PG synthesis is not essential for division, although there could be an equivalent extracellular mechanism substituting for PG synthesis in these organisms. Interestingly, the FtsZ ring is missing from chlamydiae. Although these organisms do not have a full PG wall, they retain the proteins needed for most steps in PG synthesis (63). Intriguingly, they do not appear to have a PBP with transglycosylase activity, but they retain several class B PBPs, including one closely related to FtsI (63). In principle, this could allow them to make a peptide-based polymer that substitutes in part for PG (63).

Insights into the possible interplay between the FtsZ and PG components of the division machinery of *B. subtilis* came from the effects of depletion of PBP 2B (FtsI) (35). As expected, inhibition of cell division occurs, giving rise to filamentous cells. The filaments can assemble Z rings at regularly spaced intervals, but none of the extracellular proteins (FtsL, DivIB, and DivIC) are recruited. However, at about the midpoint of many of the filaments, a complete assembly of division proteins is formed. These assemblies probably depend on residual PBP-2B activity giving rise to some septal PG synthesis. Interestingly, complete invagination of a pair of septal membranes occurs at many of these sites with little or no concomitant septal PG synthesis. This shows that septal membrane invagination probably needs a little PG synthesis to initiate but that, once started, it can largely be disengaged from PG synthesis (35). Conceivably, the major distortion of membrane conformation that is needed when ingrowth of the septum starts is an energetic barrier to initiation. A small annulus of newly synthesized PG at the division site could be sufficient to stabilize the distortion in the membrane, after which membrane invagination can readily proceed to completion.

During division, most of the proteins involved appear to be gradually lost from the division site as this process progresses and the diameter of the septal annulus decreases. Very little is known about how the complex division apparatus accommodates changes in the diameter of the annulus.

Finally, a specialized form of PG synthesis might be required to insert a small circular disk of wall material at the centre of the septum. Certain temperature-sensitive mutations, notably those of the *ftsK* gene, appear to result in arrest of division with deep invaginations of the septum, consistent with this idea (12).

THE FUTURE

Cell division is one of the most central processes in biology. For no cellular system do we have a clear idea of the molecular mechanisms underlying this process. However, for bacteria, particularly *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, we have reached the point where most, if not all, of the essential players have been identified and the hierarchy with which they are assembled at the Z ring has been worked out. Furthermore, the crystal structures of most of the players will soon be available and the sites of some protein-protein interactions have been characterized. Of the five steps described in the Introduction, significant progress has been made in understanding the first four, which really comprise the assembly of the machinery. The major challenges now lie in understanding how the assembled machinery is triggered into action and how it shrinks and disassembles as the annulus closes, as discussed in the preceding section. Some progress is being made toward understanding the regulation of FtsZ polymerization in vitro. Ultimately, however, progress in understanding the molecular details of division may be limited by the availability of new experimental methods that allow in vitro reconstruction of more complete versions of the division apparatus.
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